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On Behalf Of The Student Body . . .

"On Behalf Of The Student Body . . ." by Dr. John C. Bennett

Chairman of the Senate, Dr. Bennett, because the issue of student activity (specifically, the rights of students and the responsibilities of the administration) is such an important one, the Senate is prepared to make a statement to the College community at this time.

The Senate is aware of the recent activities of the Administration in attempting to limit the rights of the student body. These actions are in violation of the principles upon which the College was founded and which have guided its development over the years. The Senate believes that the rights of students must be protected and that the administration must be held accountable to the students.

The Senate is concerned about the recent actions of the Administration in limiting the rights of students. The Senate believes that these actions are in violation of the principles upon which the College was founded and which have guided its development over the years. The Senate believes that the rights of students must be protected and that the administration must be held accountable to the students.

Senate Accepts Union Proposal

By Assistant Editor}

Senators are being asked to approve an extension of the breakstorm service (vacation service to the students during the time when the college is not in session). Senator Paul Reynolds (from Wooster, Ohio) has proposed a modification of the service that would provide for a week of instruction and a week of vacation service to the students.

The Senate is aware of the recent actions of the Administration in attempting to limit the rights of the student body. These actions are in violation of the principles upon which the College was founded and which have guided its development over the years. The Senate believes that the rights of students must be protected and that the administration must be held accountable to the students.

Reeves Leaves Hill To Manage Trucking Firm

By Assistant Editor

Mr. E. T. Reeves, who has been
assistant manager of the College's
truck company, has been appointed
manager of the new company that will be
established to handle the College's
trucking operations.

Mr. Reeves has been associated with the
College for several years and has
been responsible for the successful
operation of the College's trucking
operations.

Mr. Reeves is a graduate of the
University of Illinois and has
been active in the trucking
industry for many years.

He is married and has two
children.

Brown "Seeing Things" Tonight; Peyre Speaks Tomorrow On Balzac

By Assistant Editor

Mr. Brown, a native of Wooster, is
scheduled to speak tonight at 7:45 in the
college chapel. His address will be
"Seeing Things," a collection of
poems that he has written over the years.

The poems are a result of the poet's
attentiveness to the world around him and
his desire to capture the beauty of everyday
situations.

The poems have been well received by
the public and have been published in
several literary journals.

Mr. Brown will be joined by Mr. Peyre,
who will speak tomorrow evening at
the college center. His address will be
"Balzac: The Man and His Work."
As We Say It - The Band Plan

WILL. IT’S DONE NOW, so let’s try and make it work. The Senate has struck its rock out in trying to fix in such a satisfactory compromise, in the music union and at the same time not forgetting the task of the smaller campus organizations in their requirements for dance bands.

AND IT’S A GOOD decision. It won’t be easy to enforce, but it’s got to be done. We are convinced that there is no better solution to the problem under the circumstances. A non-monopoly policy may have worked for awhile, but according to the facts, it has been blacklisted, not for long. At State, it seems, the non-monu

Thinking-Caps: A Timely Fable

By Jack Wozniak

Long ago in a little town called Winter, there was a town for which winter was the most important season of the year. Every year, a competition for thinking-caps was held among the younger members of the community, to see who could come up with the most brilliant idea for solving the problems faced by the town. The winner of the competition was to receive a thinking-cap, which was considered a symbol of wisdom and creativity.

So it was that the Thinking-Cap Company of Winter proposed a new idea: instead of holding the event in the usual manner, they decided to change the conditions in which the event took place. Powerful, well-known forces were at work, and the conditions of the event had to be adapted accordingly.

The first change was to allow all citizens of Winter to participate in the competition, regardless of their age or status. This was a significant shift from the past, where only young men had been allowed to compete. The second change was to make the thinking-caps themselves more accessible, by lowering the price of entry for all participants.

As a result, the competition was a huge success, with more people than ever before participating. The winner was a young girl named Lizza, who came up with the most creative and original idea.

What a wonderful week for the citizens of Winter! Everyone felt more connected, and the town was transformed.

Dear Mr. Wozniak,

I’m a student of [student's name], and I was impressed by your article "Oprah Winfrey". I think your analysis is very insightful, and I have a few questions about the reading of your article.

First of all, I want to ask you about the role of Oprah Winfrey in the media industry. How has she managed to maintain her place as one of the most influential figures in the industry, and what do you think her impact has been on the way people consume media?

The second question I have is about the impact of Oprah Winfrey’s work on society. How has her philanthropy and activism contributed to positive social change, and what can we learn from her example?

I appreciate your time and your expertise in these matters, and I look forward to hearing your thoughts on these questions.

Sincerely,

[Student's Name]

Stop In at the New College Town Restaurant

• Delicious Food
• Tasty Sandwiches
• Fountain Specialties
• Next American House

FOR EASTER APPETIZER

Sally’s

WOOSTER, OHIO

As Others Say It - One Grape, One Reply

Dear Miss Rhein:

I have been given the task of writing a feature article for the weekly literary magazine at my school. The assignment is to write about the different types of grapes grown in our area, and to provide information on their history, cultivation, and use in cooking. I would love to hear your thoughts on this topic, and I would be grateful for any suggestions you might have.

Sincerely,

[Student's Name]

Station WCW Program Schedule

Thursday, March 8, 6:00 PM - "Time with" - Jim Bell - "Hard Hats" - Campus Quit. "Weber and the Rottweiler." 7:00 PM - Bill McGraw.

Friday, March 9, 6:00 PM - "Radio Voice" - Bill DeMott.

Saturday, March 10, 6:00 PM - "Good Grief" - George Hazen.

Sunday, March 11, 6:00 PM - "Calm Down" - Bruce Scott.
Cagers Lose To Kent, 62-57, But\nDown Allegheny To End Season

The WesternKent cagers crowned the all-time basketball season last night with a 62-57 victory over Allegheny in the final game of the 1944 season. The win clinched for the Dukes their first ever, 10-game season and the title of Western Pennsylvania Conference champs.

The win was the 10th straight for the Dukes, who had been unbeaten in conference play all season. Allegheny, which had been 9-2 in conference play, saw their hopes of a conference title dashed with the loss. The game was played in the University Fieldhouse in front of a near capacity crowd.

Western started the game slowly, with Allegheny leading 5-3 early. But the Dukes picked up the pace and were up 20-10 at the half. Allegheny fought back in the second half, but Western maintained their lead to win.

The win gave Western a 10-2 overall record and a 6-0 conference record, while Allegheny finished 9-2 in conference and 9-3 overall. The Dukes will now turn their attention to the upcoming season, where they hope to build on their success.

OUR TEAM

IMMEDIATE WATCH REPAIR
CRYSTALS REPLACED
WHILE YOU WAIT
MAINSPLINS REPLACED
1-3 HOURS
CLEAN AND PUT IN GOOD ORDER
2-4 DAYS
Most Modern and Complete Watch Repair Department
In This Area — Two Full-Time Watchmakers.

All Work Fully Guaranteed

Shibley & Hudson Jewelers

HEIRLOOM WATCHES

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
135 W. Main St., Steubenville

SINCE 1906 ON THE SQUARE

OLIN & MARGARET Pritchard, Owners

QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
MILK CREAM BUTTER ICE CREAM

FOR HOME DELIVERY

CALL 119

IDEAL DAIRY

115 N. Beaver St.

CATERING SERVICE
BOX LUNCHEONS
SANDWICH HOT DINNERS
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
Any time from 8:00 P.M. to 12:00 A.M.

We Also Serve Banquets and Stage Parties

Coke

Why Pay More?
Long Playing Records
RPM, 78RPM, 78 OR 45,
Free Complete Catalogue and Price List
Write for
RECORD HAVEN,
INC. (Dep. C)
120 West 68th Street
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Coca-Cola

18454 or 957-R
or come on over for one of our BUDGET SAVING MEALS

Shank's Do-Drop Inn

W. Liberty at Lowell

Runners Go Inside

Splishers Get Second
In Conference Meet

Climbing a successful season, the West Conference placed second in the Ohio Conference Meet March 1 at Kent State with two firsts, three seconds, and three thirds.

With its fast men anddepth Oblong met with 75 points, but Western hoped to go straight to the conference by gathering in 60 points.

Backstroker Larry Price set the pace for the new conference record for the 200-yard backstroke at 2:30. This time also matched the Kent State record of 2:30.4, which Price has recently set.

The 100-yard relay saw Steve Easton, John Farns, Ken Kakich, and Larry Price take first place with a time of 57.5.

Walter Baker, Ken Kakich, Price, and Farns repeated for 100-yard records by besting one time of 57.5.


In addition to their participation in the meet, the Splishers also had some exciting races in their own meets.

The team has been practicing hard for the upcoming State Meet, which is scheduled for April 1.

Third Still Wins
To Keep On Top

In the Kanawha League, Third Sec- tion has run too well with all the heavy work remaining in the final meet of their conference. To prove their superiority, Ill. Ill has chiselled grins in a win without a deficit. They have been by their leading contenders twice in second place to a small margin in Fifth Section with a total of eight wins and three finishes, closely followed by Fourth with eight wins and four di- visions. Sections have been running regularly, and they have now taken over second position with six wins and two losses. Following are Ill, Ill, I, V, and I Sections respectively.

The big game of the week was the game that began between Ill and V on Friday night. It was close and exciting, but Third held a narrow margin all the way and finally won by 7-0 after John Henry was the big one for Third to be dropped in eleven points. Third basketball won score by the score, tying for fourth place

In the Division League, the Phi Delta maintained their third place without a deficit in the eight meet.

In the Douglas League, A Section won their first game, dropping in the last 5-3, but they remained tied with Phi Delta and Kenel in third place.

In the Division League, B Section won their first game, beating in the last 5-3, but they remained tied with Phi Delta and Kenel in third place.

TROY LEAGUE

DePaul University

The De Paulia
Wooster Sends 90 To Mock UN; Oberlin Site Of First Assembly
Saturday in United Nations
Nation's largest, by Wooster delegates
...least number of states represented in the General Assembly will be
 praised. The number of states assembled in the General Assembly will
time, while the number represented in the General Assembly...nations.

The Wooster News.

Freshmen Pick Formal Theme—
The "Mardi Gras"
"Confident and fine and exercise..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should disturb...in the Assembly for our annual parades,..." or "wine that should distur...